JEAN BAPTISTE COLBERT
[Born 1619.    Statesman.   Louis XIV made it a rule to work in
person at what he called bis business as king.   He carried on his opera-
tions regardless of the great dignitaries of the land, closeting himself
with three or four confidential ministers, and himself deciding all
the important business of government in accordance with the reports
they made to him.    Since these ministers were men of bourgeois
origin, Louis XIV imagined himself to be dealing with mere clerks
who were the instruments of his will.   But as a matter of fact, since
they possessed experience of affairs and were acquainted with the
details of administration, they were able to suggest to the King
whatever decisions they desired him to make.   The most active of
these ministers was Colbert, for whom was created the new office of
Controller-General of Finance with which he combined two other
Secretaryships of State so as to concentrate in his own hands all
business except the army and diplomacy.   Colbert had no new ideas
to contribute : in his view the most important thing was to keep the
greatest possible quantity of money in the kingdom;  he therefore
tried to discourage imports and to hamper the maritime trade of other
countries, while encouraging the manufacture of industrial products
in France by creating trading companies, each of which enjoyed a
monopoly in a certain field.   But all these companies went bankrupt,
leaving only a few traces behind them, such as the Gobelins and
Beauvais tapestry works, the mirror manufactory of Saint-Gobain
and the lace of Chantilly and Alencon.   While he was responsible
for the navy, Colbert tried in vain to revive the galleys in the Mediter-
ranean, but his influence produced effects on the Atlantic fleet which
have lasted until the present day.   For he imposed registration and
compulsory service on all the sailors and fishermen of France and he
founded the Naval Pensions Fund, the most ancient insurance fund
in France.   He died in 1683.]
M
ONSIEUR   COLBERT   was   a   Merchant  and   an
excellent Accomptant, i.e. for Debtor and Creditor.
He is of Scotish extraction and that obscure enough,
his grandfather being a Scotish bag-piper to the Scotch regiment.
Cardinal Mezarin found that his Stables were very chardge-
able to him, and was imposed upon in his Accompts.   He
hearing of this merchant Colbert to be a great master in this
Art, sends for him and desires him to make inspection into his
accounts and putt him into a better method to avoyd being
abused.   Which he did, and that so well that he imployed him
in ordering the accounts of all his Estate and found him so
usefull that he also made use of him, to methodize and settle
the Accompts of the King.   This was his Rise.

